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CHAPTER I 
STATE1ffiNT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study was to formulate a guide in arithmetic 
which will enable the first grade teachers of Waterville to have a more 
unified program. 
Until this year, the first grade children in this city have had inci-
dental number experiences. Each teacher has carried on her program with 
little or no thought of continuity. No city courses of study have been 
written. Work-books from four different companies have been used in some 
of the rooms while a few teachers have made up their own materials. The 
addition and subtraction combinations to ten have been drilled by a few 
teachers, while others have had functional experiences with the addition 
and subtraction facts through six. Two tea chers have asked fo r suggestions 
in making their arithmetic programs systematic and meaningful. With this 
variance in first grade aritl~etic throughout the city, the need for such 
a guide is evident. 
!f Thiele says that 11an organized program of teaching may be defined as 
l1 one for which a course of study has been determined and outlined in advance 1' 
I 
and i s followed more or l ess closely in the classroom. The fact that the 
program has been planned in advance does not preclude the possibility of 
utilizing opportunities for motivation nor the use of 'true-to-life' 
--=-=-==£===== 
situations in the teaching of numbers."1 
The Philadelphia Course of Study further explains how primary arith-
metic may be taught systematically. It states that: 
The teacher makes use of incidental social experiences to introduce, 
develop, and apply number concepts and relationships. The child's ideas 
may be classified, organized, and enlarged so that he will gain exact 
concepts of quantity and develop a clear understanding of our number sys-
tem. The teacher provides a specific period during each day for this 
systematic study. The child has time to use the number ideas he develops 
and to recognize them in other situations. The teacher also prov~des 
opportunities for the child to practice numbers at his own level. 
The following chapter contains research and summaries from educatio~ -
al literature in these areas, namely: pre-school arithmetic knowledge, 
development of number readiness, and advantages of a systematic program 
in arithmetic. 
1c. L. Thiele, ".An Incidental or an Organized Program of Number Teaching. 11 
Mathematics Teacher, 31: 63, February, 1938. 
2Philadelphia Course of Study - A Guide for Teachers Kindergarten through 
Grade Six, 30, Philadelphia Publ~c Schools, September, 1946. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND LITERATURE 
Pre-School Arithmetic Knowledge 
Arithmetic and arithmetical terms are used by children at an early 
age and with a certain amount of understanding. Mary wants "more" milk 
from the bottle. She laughs when Daddy swings her 11up 11 in the air and 
cries when he puts her "down" in her bed. David may put all his balls 
in "one" drawer, thus separating them from the other toys. 
Children of three, four, and five encounter number situations in 
their everyday life. Jack may give Ted four of his marbles; Sally 
brings in the three bottles of milk which have just been delivered. 
Almost every child at this age likes to watch mother measure the correct 
amount of flour, sugar, or vanilla to be put in the cake. Number know-
ledge possessed by pre-school children is dependent upon the home envi-
romnent. The child whose parents have made numbers meaningful has a 
richer background than the child who has been left entirely to his own 
discoveries. 
Stotlar, in making a study of the arithmetic concepts of pre-school 
children ranging from 50-69 months of age, concluded that 11children of 
the ages of 50-69 months have a definite consciousness and an understand-
ing of numbers before they enter school. Kindergarten children have real 
and numerous out-of-school uses for numbers, and number experiences 
should be provided for them. nl Mahoney 1 s2 thesis dealing with "Extend-
ing First Grade Experiences in Numbers" shows that the child entering 
school has some number knowledge. 
An interesting study "~I'IB.S made by Grant3 in determining the number 
knowledge of 500 entering first grade pupils according to levels of 
intelligence. He found that the ability to answer the questions in the 
various sections of the test is definitely related to their level of 
intelligence. 
McLaughlin4 tested 125 children ranging in age from 36-72 months 
to analyze development in three phases of quantitative experiences, namely, 
counting, recognition of number aggregates, and combinations of aggregates. 
She also attempted to determine to What extent the development of the 
ability to deal with numbers is conditioned by general intelligence. The 
scores for all three phases of counting showed progress from age-group to 
age-group. Ability in rational counting vms found to be slightly less 
than that in rote counting. Ability in counting backwards did not appear 
before the fourth year and then among the brighter children only. Scores 
of the "recognition of groups 11 tests showed that progress from year to 
lcarolyn Stotlar, "Arithmetic Concepts of Pre-School Children, 11 
Elementary School Journal, 46:345, February, 1946. 
2olive G. Mahoney, "Extending First Grade Experiences in Numbers, 11 
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1938. 
3Albert Grant, "An Analysis of the Number Knowledge of First Grade 
Pupils According to Levels of Intelligence, 11 Journal of Experimental 
Education, 7: 63-66, September, 1938. 
4Katherine McLaughl in, "Number Ability of Pre-School Children," 
Childhood Education 11: 348-353, ~~y, 1935. 
year was steady but greater in some respects than others . For instance, 
forming groups was easier than naming groups on flash cards. Combining 
t~u or three nurrillers ;vas a difficult task for a ll children. Few three-
year-olds had any understanding of this skill , but the mature five-year-
olds grasped it more quickly. 
From this detailed study, McLaughlin concluded that r ote counting de-
velops in advance of rational counting; recognition of groups involves more 
1 complex mental processes than counting by rote; and among three-year-olds 
the proces s of combining has not advanced very far. This investigation 
also pointed out that brightness strongly i:n.fluences superior e.bility at 
each level. 
Further evidence that the child entering first grade has a fairly good 
1 arithmetical background is shovm in the study made by Buckingham and 
1 MacLatchy. In telling of the test, MacLatchy writes: 
First grade teachers have always knovm that some children are femiliar 
with a few number facts when they enter first grade. The extent of this 
11 early familiarity and its prevalence among six-year-olds were not recog-
" nized until the answers given by twenty-three hundred2six-year-olds to a simple number test were summarized several years ago. 
In the Buckingham-11acLatchy study , each child v~s tested individually 
by his teacher because he was unable to write and ;vas not familiar vdth 
testing procedures . Each teacher was asked to test the first six pupils ••• 
alphabetically o. o whose birthdates fell between March 1 and September 1, 
1922. 11 This method of selection assured a random sample of children 
entering school for the first time . No evidence of the section of the 
lB. R. Buckingham and Josephine H. MacLatchy, "The Number Abilities of 
1 Children 11\ih.en They Enter Grade One," Twenty-ninth Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, pp. 473-524, 1930. 
2Josephine MacLatchy, nNumber Abilities of First Grade Children, 11 
Childhood Education, 11: 344 , Ivlay , 1935. 
city from which children came could be traced, the kind of co.mmunity, or 
the part of the state in which he lived."1 The author felt that, because 
of this, "the percentage summaries of the answers of this large group may 
be considered typical for the mass of six-year-olds who enter school each 
September. n2 
As a result of this survey, MacLatchy points out that if we take an 
imaginary group of thirty-five unselected first grade entrants (some with 
kindergarten training and some without) one may expect the ability to 
count by rote to be something like the following: "One child will not 
know how to count; one child will count to five; three children will 
count to 10; nine children will count to 15; nine children will count to 
20; two children will count to 30; three children will count to 40; two 
children will count to 50; two will be uncertain counters fr.om 50-99; 
three children will count to 100. "3 MacLatchy further pointed out that 
if all attended kindergarten all could count to 10; five could count to 
100. If none attended kindergarten, one could count to 100, ten could 
count to 10, and two could not count at all. This suggests that kinder-
garten training develops number abilities. 
1 . MacLatchy, op. cit., p. 344. 
2Ibid., p. 344. 
3Ibid., p. 344. 
The follo•ving table shows the knowledge of combinations by the 
imaginary group of thirty-five pupils: 
Number of Combinations 
Known 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Likely the Familiar 
Combinations 
5 and 1 
That above and 7 and 1 
That above and 1 and 9 
That above and 1 and 6 
That above and 5 and 2 
That above and 8 and 2 
That above and 4 and 4 
That above and 5 and 3 
That above and 3 and 5 
That above and 4 and 5 
Number of Children 
Knowing 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
The question may be asked---vmere did these children learn about 
numbers? Some learned from their kindergarten experiences, but some did 
not go to kindergarten. There seemed to be no difference in the number 
of facts known by kindergarten children and non-kindergarten children. 
However, l'l!acLatchy concluded that "number facts may be learned by child-
ren without kindergarten instruction, which, even though it is incidental, 
is more systematic than is the unpremeditated learning which takes place 
in a child's every day experience. 111 
After Brownell had noted the various studies to determine number 
abilities of pre-school and beginning school pupils which have been 
carried out by Buckingham and MacLatchy, McLaughlin, Russell, Woody, 
lrbid, p. 345. 
7 
Hildreth and Polkinghorne, he made the following summary: 
Children upon entering Grade I already possess an equipment of number 
knowledge far larger than we supposed ten years ago. On the average, they 
can enumerate objects and count by rote to 20 or 25; they can use some of 
the simple addition and a few of the subtraction cofbinations; they even 
understand a little abqut the meaning of fractions. 
These are a few of the studies which have been made to determine the 
numerical knowledge of children ranging in age from three to five years. 
From the investigations already cited, one may conclude that the child 
entering school definitely has some number knowledge, that he can count 
to 20 or 25 and recognize certain numbers, that he has had experience 
with fractions, and that he knows some of the familiar addition and sub-
traction combinations. 
Development of Number Readiness 
Before discussing the extent of readiness preparation in arithmetic, 
it is essential to first ask what is meant by 11number readiness . 11 
Charles Ross in a recent article published in The Resourceful Teacher 
Bulletin stated that: 
readiness in arithmetic consists of experiences, concepts, and attitudes 
which prepare the child to progress to a higher level of understanding 
and skill. The arithmetic program does not set aside an allotment of 
time for a 'readiness stage' separate from and preceding arithmetic it-
self. Readiness in arithmetic is part of the l~arning program from the 
very beginning, and extends through all levels. -
Another definition of "number readiness" is given by Mahoney who 
says it is 11the importance of developing genuine significance for numbers 
1vulliam A. Brownell, 11Readiness and the Arithmetic Curriculum, 11 
Elementary School Journal, 38: p. 344, January, 1938. 
2Charles Ross, "Readiness in Arithmetic, 11 Bulletin--The Resourceful 
Teacher, p. 5, Silver, Burdett Company, March, 1949. 
before asking youngsters to compute with them. 111 
Physical and mental maturity are involved in readiness for arithmetic, 
according to Sueltz, 2 as well as the ability to interpret and discriminate 
size, quantity, or magnitude. 
Dickey says that "readiness is a concept designed to tie together the 
overt behavior (symptoms of the learner) with the inner dynamics of matura-
tion. Figuratively speaking, it is the bridge connecting the observable 
behavior of the learner with the organized covert behavior operating on 
his level of maturation."3 
Lane says: 
Arithmetic readiness is as important a factor in modern education as is 
reading readiness. As soon as the children in the primary grades have 
sufficient reading ability to read a primer with ease and understanding, 
the addition of a readiness book in numbers, followed by others in the 
first and second grades, will greatly reduce the child's traditional 4 difficulties in meeting the program in arithmetic in the third grade . 
There has been much research on the topic of reading readiness and 
the value of readiness programs in reading have been well established. 
In reading there is a readiness period for every new skill presented; the 
same is true with arithmetic. The need for a readiness program is great 
since there is such a difference in the number background of entering 
school children. 
Evidence that very little has been dOne for the child in the v~y of 
lcatherine N..ahoney, 11A Primary Teacher Looks at Number Readiness, 11 Pri-
mary Activities, 1, Scott, Foresman Company, Volume 12, No . 5, April-----
May, 1948. 
' 2Ben A. Sueltz, 11Arithmetic Readiness and Curriculum Construction," 
Mathematics Teacher,30: 290-292, October, 1937. 
3John W. Dickey, 11Readiness for Arithmetic, 11 Elementary School Journal, 
40: 593, April, 1940. 
4Robert H. Lane, The Principal in the Modern Elementary School, p. 200, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1944. 
--.. ~ . 
,. 
arithmetic readiness is given in a study made by Hildreth. She says tr~t 
"recent research activities suggest that this lack of readiness for inii:ial 
instruction as it is t ypically organized in primary grades may be an 
1 important contributing factor to disability in the arithmetic processes." 
Many teachers fail to realize the wide chasm that exists between con- b 
crete and abstract number. Some children who enter the first grade are 
about to count to 100 by rote on the first day of school. However, most 
of these children have a very vague sense of the meaning of number, of the 
difference between a large number and a small one. 
In a careful investigation of the methods by which children come to 
understand concrete numbers, Brownell2 came to the conclusion that the 
transition from concrete to abstract is often too abrupt. Introducing 
the child to concrete number and gradually bridging the gap to abstract 
number is a very important job for the fir st grade teacher. 
Some educators believe that the kindergarten child is too young to 
benefit from a number program; they believe that the formal program should 
be delayed until grade two or three. Illustration of this belief' is found 
in writings of Woody.3 However, a study by Koekner4 shows that primary 
children are interested and profit from a rich arithmetic readiness pro-
gram. The two teachers who participated in this experiment thought the 
program very valuable and planned in the future to include readiness as 
1Gertrude Hildreth, 11Number Readiness and Progress in Arithmetic, 11 
Journal of Experimental Education, 4: 1, September, 1935. 
2william A. Brownell, 11 The Development of Children's Number Ideas in the 
Primary Grades," p. 47, Chicago: 'l'he University of Chicago, 1928. 
3cliff'ord Woody, 11 Vilien Shall Systematic Instruction in Arithmetic Begin?" 
Educational Method, 16: 165-166, January, 1937. 
4R. H. Koekner, 11Arithm.etic Readiness at the Kindergarten Level, 11 
Journal of Educational Research, 42: 218-223, March , 1948. v 
2. . .J 
an integral part of the kindergarten program. 
In a functional readiness program, the teacher makes use of inventories 
and diagnostic tests before the new material is presented. These measures 
as suggested by Brownelll and Wren2 help to determine the grouping neces-
sary in development of new material -- those vvho may need a lot of help 
and those who understand the process already. 
The characteristics of each pupil need to be carefully studied during 
the initial arithmetic experiences. Factors which might hinder his later 
progress need to be noted. According to Brueckner3 the following items 
should be considered: Child's mental ability, reading ability, vision, 
hearing , experience background, range of quantitative information, memory 
span, ability to see and use relationships, interest in number, initiative, 
work habits, personality and behavior tre.its. 
DeMay4 found that there are four stages in the pupii •s progress from 
concrete to abstract number experience vvhich the teacher should keep in 
mind: 
1. The object stage -- purely concrete number. 
2. The picture stage -- pictures of familie.r objects •. 
3. The semi-concrete stage -- dots, lines, circles, squares, etc . 
4. The abstract stage -- number symbols. 
l william A. Brownell and others, Arithmetic in Grades One and Two, 61, 
Duke University Press, Durham, North Carolina, 1941. 
2F. Lynwood Wren, "Number Readiness ," The Packet D. 0. Heath's Service 
' Bulletin for Elementary Teachers, Volume I, Number 2, 6-12, May , 1946. 
3Leo J. Brueckner, "Readiness in Arithmetic," Bulletin-- Readiness for 
Learning," Association for Childhood Education, p. 18, Washington, D. C. 
4Amy J. Delta.y, 11Ari thmetic Meanings , 11 Childhood Educa.tion, 11: 408-412, 
June, 1935. 
.... -
. ' 
"When children are able to manipulate groups with understanding and 
to recognize them. readily, they are then ready to go one step beyond 
number experiences involving grouping and to begin work toward an under-
standing of abstract number and the ability to use numbers in the abstract." 
In an arithmetic program where readiness is stressed the children learn 
by doing. Many concepts are developed through simple everyday classroom 
games and activities, such as paying for milk delivered at school, depos-
ting money in bank through a school account, playing in the grocery store, 
crossing off the day on the calendar, counting the number of girls and 
boys present, measuring the length of a board needed in construction, and 
going on excursions. Social studies units naturally have arithmetic 
experiences involved in them.. Gunderson2 makes it clear that :many times 
children need to handle objects and materials in order to get the most out 
of an arithmetic situation. 
Measuring devices also are used vmich interest the small child. Adams 
feels that all children should have access to foot rules and yardsticks in 
order to check their estimated judgments. Incidental remarks by the 
teacher stimulate experimentation in measuring. "The actual measuring that 
young children do is never very accurape, nor is that the point of emphasis. 
Rather it is that they see some use of the process and become acquainted 
with appropriate tools. "3 
lEdwina Deans, "Children's Experiences and the Development of Quantita-
tive and Qualitative Concepts," This is Arithmetic, p. 12, Bulletin of the 
Association for Childhood Education, Washington, D. c., 1945. 
2Agnes Gunderson, "Readiness for Number~-, 11 Instructor, p. 34, February, 
1946. 
301ga Adams, "Arithmetic Readiness in the Primary Grades," Elementary 
School Journal, 48: p. 94, October, 1947. 
In evaluating the readiness program, the teacher can be assured that 
the needs of the children are being met when the group can solve the 
simple everyday problems that arise in the classroom. Cooke writes: 
The child, regardless of age, is not ready to go ahead to new concepts 
until his behavior shows he had made a good beginning tovmrd understandig 
quantity, the one-to-one relationship, counting, and putting together and 
taking apart small groups of objects. Together with all this, he must 
be developing an attitude toward arithmetic which erables him to say truth-
f ully,"Arithmetic isn't hard. I can do arithmetic. · 
Further support of this belief is given in the writings of Riess, 2 
vmo says that vvhen a child understands thoroughly what he is doing he is 
ready for the next step. 
In summarizing, it can be said that number readiness involves a 
certain background and attitude to>vard quantitative ideas on the part of 
the children. It must be remembered that readiness is ever present in 
all phases of development -- no matter what the grade. The development 
of number readiness means organizing the child's own experiences in 
number, developing a background of number concepts, and building a number 
vocabulary. In a program of this kind the child obtains basic understand-
ings which will enable him to make sound applications in the more compli-
cated arithmetic processes. Appreciation of some of the vmys in vmich 
number functions in the everyday life situations is developed. The real 
aim of the readiness program should be to teach the number concepts when 
the child is ready for them, and not before. 
1Ralph J. Cooke, "Develop Arithmetic Readiness," Instructor, 57: 67, 
January, 1948. 
2Anita Riess, "1Th.y Is It Necessary to Develop Number Readiness?", 3-4, 
The Supervisor's Notebook, Scott, Foresman Co., August, 1946. 
A Systematic Arithmetic Program 
In a recent arithmetic methods book, Brueckner and Grossnickle stress 
the need for a systematic program. They point out that "Arithmetic instruc- ·~ 
tion in the primary grades should proceed on a systematic, planned basis. 
From the beginning the children should participate under teacher guidance 
in well-selected activities which will show them how arithmetic functions 
in their daily lives. In these experiences, the work should be so conductec 
that the mathematical and the social phases of arithmetic are both fully 
developed. In the beginning, simple situations involving counting, reading 
numbers , and measuring should be used. These should be extended gradually 
to include activities involving more difficult applications and more ad-
vanced steps . Emphasis should be placed on meanings and understandings 
,, 1 
rather than on the development of skill through formal arithmetic drill. 
Another well-known authority in the field of arithmetic , Brovl!lell, 2 
also states that systematic s.rithmetic should begin in Grade 1. Foran, 
in arguing for a systematic program, says it is common sense to continue 
developing arithmetic knowledge. If . children are not taught the uses of 
m1Dlber, they will develop faulty habits ·which v.rill take a long time to 
erase . "In order , therefore , that the child's use of number be directed 
into habits V\dlich '"''ill be assets to him later, it is vitally i mportant 
that instruction be begun when the child enters the first grade. 113 
1Leo J. Brueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle , How to Make Arithmetic 
Meaningful , p. 60, J. C. Winston Co., Philadelphia, Pa.-;,94"r:----·-
2vv. A. .Bro·.rmell and other , Arithmetic in Grades One a~d Two, p. 161, 
Duke University Press, Durham, North Carolina, 1941. 
31'homas G. Foran, "Arithmetic in the Primary Grades, 11 Catholic Educa-
tional Review, 31: 43 , January, 1933. 
l . 
Brovl!lell in further explaining the neces s ity of beginning a systematic 
program in grade one writes that "the policy of starting arithmetic in 
Grade 1 has other support than that of tradition. If we want primary 
pupils to live fully and richly as an end in itself and if we want them 
to ground their later learning of arithmetic on meanings and basic under~ 
standing, systematic instruction in Grades one and two is justified. More 
than that, it is demanded."! 
First grade arithmetic must be planned and a definite period each day .c: 
for the actual teaching of it needs to be scheduled. Not only is this 
essential according to Hunter2 but she also feels that individual differ-
ences need to be taken care of in the same way as individual differences 
in reading. A hope is that first grade teachers will come to realize that 
arithmetic has a definite place instead of an incidental place in the 
curriculum. The work of each child can be limited to what he can do 
successfully. 
Riess3 also believes that in teaching arithmetic the teacher needs t o 
have a systematic plan in view developing each phase from the co~ete to 
the abstract. The teacher must, according to Riess, know each individual, 
his strengths and weaknesses, and she must help the child to "grow" as 
much as is possible in the length of time that she has him. 
1Brownell, op. cit., p. 169. 
2Mabel W. Hunter, 11Arithmetic for Beginners, 11 Instructor pp. 14-15, 
January, 1944. 
3Anita Riess, "The Meaning of the Meaningful Teaching of Arithmetic," 
Elementary School Journal, 45: 23-32, September, 1944. 
Another writer of arithmetic methods is Morton; who in his primary 
volume advocates a carefully planned and skillfully executed program in 
the first grade with emphasis on the development of meanings and under-
standings derived from interesting and life-like activities. 
In addition to discussions concerning the need for a systematic pro-
gram in arithmetic, there is also research that indicates the nature of 
an early planned program. 
Two thousand four hundred sixty-nine sixth grade pupils were tested L 
by Washburne. 2 Approximately one-third of these pupils had begun arith-
metic in grade one, one-third in grade two, and one-third in grade three. 
He concluded that those who began arithmetic in grade one had a distinct ' 
advantage over the pupils who began arithmetic in grade two. Those who 
I" 
began arithmetic in grade two had an advantage over those who hadarith-; 
metic deferred until the third grade. 
Through the administration of individual tests to discover ~nether 
primary children have certain conc:§lpts of fractions, what they are, where 
these concepts are acquired, and how they acquire them, Polkinghorne con-
eluded that primary children know a great deal more about fractions than 
is often thought . The majority of the children responded with illustra-
tions of home life when telling how they acquired their knowledge of 
fractions. Polkinghorne then suggested: 
It seems reasonable that if primary children learn so much about fractior ~ 
without systematic instruction of any sort, there can be no question about 
their ability to learn more about fra.ctions under direct teaching. The 
inference is that primary children should be exposed to the kinds of 
1Robert L. Morton, Teaching Arithmetic in the Elementary School, Volume 
I, Primary Grades, p. 49, Silver Burdett Company, Boston, Mass ., 1937. 
2carleton Washburne, 11Vfuen Should We Teach Arithmetic? 11 Elementary 
School Journal, 28: 659-65, May, 1928. 
1/ 
1. 
experience vmich bring about learnings in the group and that the prima.ry 
school curriculum. in number should contain opportunities for children to 
acquire some of the simpler fundamental ideas about fractions.l 
An investigation carried on by Mott and Ma.rtin2 to determine whether 
or not first graders retain number concepts learned in kindergarten, showed 
that children do carry over to the first grade experiences learned in kinder 
garten. Yet there are those who ask -- should arithmetic be dele.yed or 
taught incidentally? These children just cited, and any children left to 
their own devices, would soon develop faulty conceptions and habits which 
might hinder progress at a later time . 
Individual interviews with 500 first grade children to determine the 
part played by various school activities in the out-of-school life of the 
child revealed to Smith3 that children had experience with fractions, 
measuring, depositing money in or drawing from toy banks, addition, sub-
traction, comparison, multiplication and division. 
Gunderson4 gave an inventory test to seventeen seven-year-olds to 
determine if they were ready for a more systematic development of addition 
and subtraction facts . These children had had informal experiences well 
planned to enrich and further develop their abilities and in so doing had 
had a truly meaningful program. The results showed that these children vrore 
definitely ready for the more systematic development of addition and sub-
traction facts. They had had many uses of number in their everyday class-
1Ada Polkinghorne, "Young Children and Fractions, 11 Childhood Education, 
11: 358, May, 1935. 
2s. M. Mott and M. E. Ma.rtin, "Do First Graders Retain Number Concepts 
Learned in Kindergarten?" Mathematics Teacher, 40: 75-8, February, 1947. 
3Nila B. Smith, "An Investigation of the Uses of Arithmetic in the Out-
of-School Life of First Grade Children, Elementary School Journal, 24: 
62! -626, April, 1924. 
G. Gunderson, "Number Concepts Held by Seven-Year-Olds, 11 Mathematic 
room experiences; they had learned money concepts in out-of-school situa-
tions. Arithmetic to them had been meaningful. 
The term ''meaningful n is very important and every primary teacher needs 
to keep this term in mind when planning her arithmetic program. The im-
portance of the term is found in the following studies and summaries. 
According to Brownell~ ''meaningful arithmetic refers to instruction 
which is deliberately planned to teach arithmetical meanings and to make 
arithmetic sensible to children through its mathematical relationships." 
From the teacher's viev~oint, meaningful arithmetic is more fun to teach. 
Developing understandings is much more interesting than listening to 
memorized f acts and carrying on mechanical drills. 
I 
From the standpoint of the pupil, meaningful arithmetic: 
1. Gives assurance of retention. .c. 
2. Equips with the means to rehabilitate quickly skills that are 
temporarily weak. 
3. Increases the likelihood that arithmetical ideas and skills will 
be used. 
4. Contributed to ease of learning by providing a sound foundation 
and transferable understandings. 
5. Reduces the amount of repetetive practice necessary to complete 
. learning. 
6. Safeguards him from answers that are mathematically absurd. 
7. Encourages learning by problem-solving in place of unintelligent 
memorization and practice. 
8. Provides him with a versatility of attack which enables him to 
substitute equally effective procedures for procedures used 
but not available at the time. 
9 . Makes him relatively independent so that he faces new quantitative 
situations with confidence. 
10. Presents the subject in a way which makes it worthy of r espect.2 
1w. A. Brownell, "The Place of Meaning in Teaching Arithmetic," Elemen-
tary School Journal, 47: 257, January, 1947. 
2 . 
Brov~.nell, op. cit., pp. 263-264. 
l" 
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Writing at another time on this topic Brovme111 says that there are at 
l east four good reasons for tea ching meanings in arithmetic: 
1 . Aritlnnetic can function in intelligent living only when it is 
understood. 
2 . Meanings facilitate learning . 
3. Meanings increase the chances of transfer . 
4. Meaningful arithmetic is better retained and is more easily 
rehabilitated than is mechanically learned arithmetic. 
A systematic program emphasizing meaning provides for all kinds of 
social experiences. Eve~Jday classroom activities such as giving correct 
amount of change when buying a book at the School Book Sale, estimating 
amounts of materials needed, and so forth, illustrate the quantitative 
thinking involved. Bond2 and Stretch3 state that quantitative thinking 
results from a fund of meaningful experiences and not from any number of 
unrelated lessons. 
Clark says: 
Every situation providing opportunity for building meaning should be 
utilized, •ihen it ari ses, regardless of the course of study. Meanings 
and concepts are booadened and fixed through varied experiences. Though 
courses of study usually suggest the topics to be emphasized or mastered 
in a given grade, that does not mean a topic should _be ignored even if 
it is scheduled to be taught in a later grade.4 
Other evidence to show that a systematic and meaningful arithmetic 
program initiated with a rich readiness period is essential is given in 
1w. A. Brownell, 111Jihen Is Arithmetic Meaningful ? 11 Journal of Educational 
Research , 38: 494, March, 1945. 
2 E. A. Bond, 11Recent Changes in Point of View Rele.ting to the Teaching 
of Arithmetic," Mathematics Teacher, 30: 175-179, April, 1937. 
3Lorena B. Stretch, "The Value and Limitations of Drill in Arithmetic ," 
Childhood Education, 11: 413-416, June, 1935. 
4J. R. Clark, A. S. otis, c. Hatton, Primary Arithmet2c thru Experience, 
p. 17, World Book Company, 1940, 
.. -
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Learn'l"l It states that children learn through their contacts with their 
environment, that they learn more readily through first hand experiences,'' 
that they learn through systematic guidance, that number readiness is 
fundamental in the learning process, that they learn by going from the 
concrete to the abstract, that they learn when meaning and understanding 
have been attained, that they learn through practice and that they learn 
through using number ideas already established. 
Other proponents of the meaning theory in arithmetic are: ~Yhiteaker, 2 
Russe11, 3 Woody, 4 Drisco11,5 Mahoney, 6 Quattlander. 7 They believe it is 
absolutely essential to build upon the experiences which the children have 
had and are having in their everyday lives. Utilizing these experiences 
and creating others in a planned systematic manner will give to children 
a definite background of quantitative thinking for future needs and 
applications. 
!Philadelphia Course of Study. A Guide for Teachers Kindergarten through 
Grade Six, pp. 7-8, Philadelphia PUEilc Schools. 
2George H. V\hiteaker, "A Child's Concept of Number," Mathematics Teacher, 
52: 25-26, January, 1939 • 
. I 3Ned NI . Russell, "Arithmetic Concepts of Children, 11 Journal of Educationa~ 
1
1
1 Research, 29: 647-663, May, 1936. 
,I 
4Clifford Woody, "When Should Systematic Instruction in Arithmetic Begin?'1:l 
Educational Method, 16: 165-166, January, 1937. 
5 Josephine Driscoll, "The Purpose of Aritlunetic, 11 Educational Method, 
16: 208-210, January, 1937. 
60live G. ]11ahoney, "Extending First Grade Experience in Number, 11 Unpub-
lished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1938. 
7Elizabeth Quattlander, "Replacing Systematic Drills with Informal Units 
in Second Grade Aritlunetic, 11 Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston Universj. ty, 
1935. 
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The primary school must accept responsibility for g~v~ng insight into ,_, 
time, space, and size relationships, together with basic number concepts. 
Rich opportunities for quantitative learning experiences are ever present 
in and about school. Natural problem solving situations can be included 
in the most routine ••• grouping, taking attendance, and so forth. Almost 
all activities involve problems. It takes time to have the children find 
~he answers, but it may save time later.l 
All children entering school have some mathematical knowledge ••• the 
runount and kind varying because of the different environments from which 
they come. It is the teacher's responsibility to study each child to find 
out how much he knows in order that she may continue to guide his growth 
in this particular subject. The teacher must always be alert to those 
incidental experiences which come up during the day calling attention to 
them, explaining and further illustrating, if necessary. These bring about 
knowledges and understandings and develop skill in number. 
After studying the research already cited, after summarizing the find-
ings of pertinent articles in periodicals, after reading courses of studies 
from other cities and states, and after talking with people vitally inter-
ested in primary arithmetic, it seems more and more imperative that a well 
planned systematic arithmetic progrrun should be initiated into the first 
grade of Waterville. 
Vuth this in mind, a guide which the teachers might use has been 
developed. This is entitled, 11A Systematic Progrrun in Arithmetic for 
First Grade," and constitutes the remainder of this report. 
laur Little Folks, p. 106, Department of Education, Augusta, Naine, 1946. 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
Developing the Arithmetic Guide 
In order to determine what material should go into a guide Which would 
emphasize the systematic development of arithmetic with first grade child-
ren~ it was necessary to do extensive research in the amount and kir~: of 
arithmetic knowledge which pre-school children have available. This gave 
the writer a better understanding of the kinds of information that begin-
ning school children possess. The research already cited shows that these 
children do have number knowledge---limited or varied---depending upon 
their various backgrounds. 
After s~dying research and revievdng literature in the field of 
number readiness, it became more and more evident that teachers cannot 
stress enough the importance of readiness for any type of arithmetic. Ir 
a child is not successfully carried through the readiness period of any 
aspect of arithmetic, he can not expect to utilize the new process with 
facility. 
Developing an arithmetic program systematically is the logical thing 
to do as can be seen in the research and literature reviewed in the pre-
vious chapter. vfuy avoid answering pertinent arithmetic questions when 
they arise'? ·Why delay arithmetic to a later grade when the primary child 
;, ; 
. .. ·. 
uses it every day in his play activities? As a result of this research, 
the vvriter became more and more convinced that first grade children should 
have a systematic program of arithmetic. 
Courses of study available at the Boston University Resources Library 
were examined. Some had meager requirements for first grade children 
while others suggested the development of the addition and subtraction 
combinations through ten. In thinking of the needs of the local situation 
in Waterville, and of how best to meet the needs of that system, the 
follo>ving courses of study proved helpful: The Philadelphia Course of 
Study, The Tentative Course of Study in Arithmetic for the Salem Public 
Schools, Salem, Oregon, the Cincinnati Primary N~nual, and the arithmetic 
courses of study of Melrose, Brockton and Ne-wton, N.!B.s sachusetts. After 
studyin$ these carefully, the vvriter proceeded to develop a systematic 
program for the first grade children of ViJaterville. 
Many of the outcomes listed in the proposed program for Waterville 
differed from other guides; those found in the Waterville guide were for 
the purpose of meeting the needs of the local situation. The writer 
felt that the understanding and application of addition and subtraction 
combinations through six would be adequate for the first grade children 
concerned in this study. Some courses of study had only the understanding 
and meaning of the fraction ~; it seemed logical to include 1/3 and i;i 
~01'1\t. 
Children of this age do divide into these fractional parts the amount of 
candy, number of marbles or ice cream sticks with their friends • 
The terms half-dozen, inch, foot and yard were made a part of the 
guide. Many children buy a box of doughnuts or a half dozen oranges for ~-
Mother. This seemed to be a natural learning experience from which all 
children could benefit since the majority of the gi rls and boys encounter 
it in their out-of-school living. In the first grade, much measuring is 
.. : 
- ,_, 
done in construction activities, drawing guide lines for the writing 
on a get- well card, or determining the correct distance to stand from the 
ring toss. Renee , the reason for having included these terms. 
V.~ny people do not thiruc enough about the temperature of the rooms in 
which they live. If temperatures in the homes were kept at a more health-
ful level, children might have fewer colds. Correct health habits should 
be developed by the first grade child . If Johnny records the schoolroom 
temperature two or three times daily for a week , he is going to check the 
temperature at home to see if Father keeps the rooms at a healthful temper-
ature . This is a very easy way to teach the counting by 2's to 100, and 
much can be learned about thermometers. 
Even though some knowledge of money v~s developed in the first grade 
in most guides, the meaning of the symbols $ and / was left until grade 
two. These symbols can be used very well in the first grade ba~~ing records 
milk records, candy sale price tags, grocery store labels and so forth. 
Through these actual experiences the terms become meaningful. 
Another way in >vhich this guide differed from others 'vas the experience 
gained from having kept individual weight and height records. Here , again, 
is close correlation ·with the health program. Mary is proud to take her 
own weight and height record with her when she confers vrlth the school 
nurse. If she hasn •t gained as much e.s she should have, the fact that she 
has to drink more milk and eat more vegetables is much more meaningful 
be,ca.use she understands why it is necessary. 
The vvriter divided the first grade program into two phases, namely: 
mathematical phase of number and social phase of number. Each section was 
elaborated upon in such a vre..y that even the beginning teacher would find 
it helpful. A list of understandings or suggested activities to check the 
child's ability to do the specific things learned were placed at the end 
======---_; -=-----
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of each section. 
Various games were included which might help the teacher to have a 
more interesting program. Many of the games can be permanent if made 
from wood or plY'~od. Small groups can enjoy themselves and learn more 
about number at the same time if such games are available. Examples of 
the games made from wood or plywood are ring toss, bean bag standard, 
marble game or 11numbit" board ••• this is similar to "sorry 11 board . Numbo 
is another excellent game made with oaktag and colored squares of construe-
tion paper used for the individual holders. 
II The filmstrip listed was purchased by the writer and may be loaned to 
11 the various schools at a convenient time to all. 
·I 
1: 
Teachers can make excellent number material for use< in the delineo-
II 
I 
scope . For some time reading materials have been used very effectively; 
number material is just as beneficial and helps to make the program more 
va ried and interesting. 
Implementing the Guide 
In September 1949 a meeting of the eight first grade teachers was 
I 
held with the superintendent and elementary supervisor 
1 copy of the suggested guide ~vas given to each person. 
I 
I, discussed and much interest was sho-N.n in the program. 
I 
in attendance . A 
The content was 
All the teachers 
l
i volunteered to use the material during the year and were asked to make 
1 notations wherever changes were felt necessary. 
I' I! A mid-year meeting was held in February 1950 to evaluate the program 
I! after its first five months of use . Every teacher was pleased with the 
ll guide and felt that it had helped her to do a better piece of work . There 
II 
' was the general feeling of "at last I have something definite and system-
!! atic to use in , planning my arith.metic program." 
-, 
\: 
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Another meeting was held in May 1950. It was the unanimous opinion 
of the group that the guide should be adopted. Few of the basic concrete 
materials vmich the guide recommended had been found in the classrooms 
but were being ordered for use in the fall of 1950. The writer felt that 
a few changes in content were necessary. 
Some of the teachers said that they had been more successful in the 
teaching of arithmetic this year than ever before. Some called the guide 
their "arithmetic bible". Many experiences were given to show how various 
parts of the program had been developed. One teacher had used school 
banking as a way to develop understanding and use of money; another had 
had a grocery store where articles were sold at the regular store price ••• 
this involved the making of change in a tru~to-life situation. The temper-
ature record had been kept for four months in one room; the reading vms 
recorded three times a day and at the end of the week comparisons were 
made to determine when the room vms coolest, warmest or at normal tempera-
ture. Colorful charts showing things that are bought by the pound, dozen, 
or half-dozen were made in the majority of rooms. The "pair" chart was 
a lot of fun according to reports from the teachers and very vividly showed 
the things that we buy by the 11pair." The discussion was most interesting 
and worthwhile. 
After the N~y meeting, the writer began to revise the content of the 
guide and added more games and activities to the Game section as had been 
suggested by the teachers. 
The guide in its revised form will be found on the following pages. 
It will be retyped this summer and a copy given to each first grade teacher 
at the beginning of the fall term of school. 
A SYSTEMATIC PROGRAM IN ARITHMETIC 
FOR FIRST GRADE 
c~======================lr~-
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Introduction 
This guide has been prepared with the hope that the first grade arith-
metic program in Waterville may be more uniform in content. 
The general aims or ultimate goals of the arithmetic program should be 
constantly kept in mind by the teacher as she plans for the development of 
the different phases of arithmetic which are recommended in the outline. 
The various aspects of the program should be developed in a systematic 
way even though the presentation may not be in a for.mal manner. This means 
that the program, even though systematic in nature, will be very flexible 
vdth the exception of the first work with numbers 1 - 10. 
Inventory te~ts will help to determine those children who need little 
or no help in some areas. It would seem wise to group the children in 
arithmetic as in reading ••• possibly two groups. Those who know the material 
to be taught may do enrichment work or become pupil-teachers of other 
groups. Previous planning with the pupil-teacher is necessary before he 
takes the group for teaching purposes. This may seem to the teacher to be 
very time consuming, but it does save time later. 
Listed at the end of each section are specific understandings or know-
ledge which each child should have concerning that aspect of number. In 
some sections, the writer has included a few suggestive activities which 
the teacher may use in evaluating the child's progress. 
Teachers desiring to do further reading in certain phases of the first 
grade arithmetic program will find suggested references at the end of each 
section helpful. The three books mentioned may be borrowed at any time 
from the Nwrtle Street School Office Library. 
----~ --- ===c-=-=---==--= 
One way to readily analyze the attainment of the children is by using 
a check list such as is found on the following page. This type of check 
list is one of the easiest ways to depict the progress of the individual 
or of the group. 
l'Vhen teaching the writing of numbers from one to ten it should be 
remembered that any order of presentation may be used. Authorities differ 
on the easiest numbers to make -- there is no one set pattern to follow. 
The list as found in the guide is merely suggestive as one of the ways 
in -which the writing of numbers may be taught. 
The general aims of the arithmetic program were checked by the writer 
with those of the Philadelphia Course of Study, with Brueckner and Gross-
nickle in How to Make Arithmetic Meaningful, and with those objectives 
listed by Rosenquist in Young Children Learn To Use Arithmetic and were 
found to be similar in nature. 
The outcomes of the arithmetic program were checked with the Arith-
metic bulletin issued by the N~ine State Department of Education last 
winter. Most of the items correspond closely. The following items are 
found in the Waterville guide but are not listed in the State Bulletin: 
Count by 5 's and 2 's to 100, % and 1/3 fractions, symbols ~~ and f,, and 
the weight record kept by the child. The ~aterville desired outcomes are 
very similar to those listed in the Philadelphia Course of Study. 
If, in the systematic teaching of arithmetic, the teacher will provide 
the children with many meaningful experiences from which understandings, 
habits, skills and attitudes are acquired, she vnll cause the child to 
say early in his school life, "I like arithmetic." 
===---
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Check List of Knowledges and Skills 
~ ~ \) ~:r ~ 
1 . Counting 
a. Rote 
l ' s- 100 
t:::'s- !00 
5 's - 100 
lO ' s- 100 
b . Rational 
.!!:numerate 
Ident~fy 
ReproCiuce 
c . Ord~nals 
2. Understanding and 
I' 
r 
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Reading of Numbers 
a. One-to-one 
correspondence 
b. Recognize numbers 
to hundred 
c. !.iompare s~ze oi' I' 
numbers 
d . Know place value 
to hundreds li 
3. Wri t~ng Numbers 
a. I - I<:> 
,, 
b . Need further pract~ce 
in making 
c. lO ' s - lOU 
d. '5's - 100 
e. ~'s - Ioo 
4. Nieasurement 
a. Time 
Days o1· week 
M:onHis of year 
1'ell time--hour 
half nour, minutes 
b. Liquid 
ICientH-y cup, nal!·-p~nt, 
quart 
Number of cupfulls in p~nt, 
quart 
c. Len~th 
-· Recognize inch, foot, yard. 
Knovr I'eet in yard 
- ·• 
Know incnes In foot 
Use ruler and yard.st~ck 
d. Weight 
Knowledge of and interest in 
I 
I 
I 
5. 
o. 
-
7 . 
8 . 
-
9 . 
- --
-
-
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Fractions { v; 
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Know symbol s f• %, 1Z3 ·· - ----- - -· -a. 
b . Uses symbols ~n indicating 
part of single ob j ect 
Use symbols . in<ficat~ng --c. ~n 
part of a group of objects 
Uni-Eed States Money 
a.. H:ecognize cent , nickel 
b . Recognize Clime, quarter 
Recognize lia.lf doila.r, a-orrar· ·-c. 
d. Know lO ceri:Cs = 1 dime or 
5 cents and 1 nickel = 1 dime 
e. Know coins equal quarter 
f . Know coins equal half dollar 
g. lViake change 
Addition 
a. . Meaning 
b. Find sums witn concrel:;e materials 
c. H.ia.ke up probl ems 
d . Know facts tlirough six 
Subtraction 
a.. Meaning 
b . Find difference with 
concrete materials 
c. :Krla.k:e up problems 
d. Kno·w facts through six --
Social Use 
a.. Know age , date of birth, 
weight, height 
-b . Know nome address and 
telephone number 
c. Know now oranges,. milk 
are bought 
·-d. Know cost oi' ~ce cream 
---· 
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General Aims of the Arithmetic Program: 
To have the children sincerely like arithmetic 
To give ''meaning" to every concept developed through the medium 
of meaningful experiences 
To reorganize and clarify some of the incomplete number concepts 
the child may have already 
To develop understandings of abstract ides:s through going gradu-
ally from the concrete to the abstract 
To provide opportunity for application of symbolized ideas to 
socially significant situations 
To develop critical thinking 
To develop basic understandings as readiness for presentation 
qf later processes and ideas 
To develop the child's vocabulary in such a way that he may 
use the arithmetic terms with understanding and meaning 
To develop the ability of children to communicate quantitative 
ideas clearly 
Basic Number Materials: 
1. Abacus 
2. Individual number fact finders, beads on string or wire, 
disks, milk bottle caps 
3. Bundles of sticks which w~y be grouped in tens 
4. Toy money--real money preferred 
5. Cardboard clock with moveable hands 
6. Smaller individua l cardboard clocks with moveable hands 
7. Pocket chart 
8. Foot ruler -- divided into halves, quarters and eighths 
9. Measuring cup -- shovring thirds, quarters and halves 
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OUtcomes of the Arithmetic Program 
The outcomes listed below are those which the teacher should expect 
of the average child at the end of the first grade. Some of the children 
will go far beyond these; others will not be able to attain these goals. 
All outcomes are based on a systematic program in which the children are 
provided vnth many meaningful experiences. 
I. Mathematic Phase of Number 
A. Meaning and Use: 
Count and write by l's, 5 1 s, 10 1 s and 2's to 100 
Recognize numbers 1-100 
Know place values of numbers 1-100 (35 ••• 3 tens and 5 ones) 
Know how to make numbers correctly 
Yillow ordinals : first to fifth inclusive 
Recognize and make all the various groups to 6 
Note difference in size of groups (3 is more than 2) 
B. Fractions 
Knowi of a unit and t of a group 
Know ~ of a unit and 4 of a group 
Know 1/3 of a unit and 1/3 of a group 
Understand relationship 2/4 : 1/2 
Know that the sum of the parts equals a whole: 
2/2 = 1 4/4 = 1 3/3 = 1 
C. Simple addition and subtraction facts to 6: 
Develop in vertical and horizontal form 
Solve every-day problems >vithin child's experience 
Recognize symbols: +, - , = 
II. Social Phase of Number 
A. Measurement : 
Liquid measure: recognize cup , half-pint , pint, quart 
Quantity: know half dozen, dozen, pair, pound 
Length: be able to measure inch, foot, yard 
Temperature: use of thermometer, keep record of the room 
temperature 
Time: clock and watch (hours enough for some children) 
read the calendar 
know the days of the month, week 
know the months of the year 
keep attendance records 
"':\ : 
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Value: recognize, know value of cent, nickel , dime , quarter, 
half-dollar , dollar, and relationship of each 
recognize symbols: ~~ and f 
make simpl e change 
Size : compare objects, large or small 
Weight: keep ovm record for year , wei~h three times, weigh 
other objects in room and compare 
Shape: recognize difference between circle, square, curve 
B. Miscellaneous 
Write specific numbers from dictation as needed 
Keep score in games 
Find specific pages in a book 
Count school supplies and distribute same 
III . Vocabulary Development 
A. Quantitative terms: size, shape , amount, distance, time , place 
==============================~===-~~--=============== 
Mathematical Phase of Arithmetic 
Counting 
Many children know how to count when they arrive for their first day 
at school. The t eacher soon discovers the differences in number abilities 
and plans her program accordingly. Knowing that counting is basic to all 
arithmetic, she realizes that there are three types of counting to be 
developed: rote, rational and serial counting. 
~o_!e_c~1l_£tJ:_n£ may be defined as the reciting of numbers in a mechani-
cal way with little or no thought of the meaning of the numbers. In the 
initial stages of rote counting from one to ten, the teacher often uses 
number rhymes to develop this ability such as: 
One, two, buckle my shoe; 
Three, four, shut the door; 
Five, six, pick up sticks; 
Seven, eight, lay them straight; 
Nine, ten, a big fat hen. 
One, two, three, four, five, 
I caught a hare alive; 
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten, 
I let it go again. 
One little, two little, three little Indians, 
Four little, five little, six little Indians, 
Seven little, eight little, nine little Indians, 
Ten little Indian <boys. 
One, two, three, four, five 
We 1 re marching to St. Ive: 
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten, 
We're marching home again. 
ing balls to boys to see if there is a ball for each of the boys, matching 
hair ribbons to girls to see if there is a hair ribbon for each of the 
,, -
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girls, or n~tching dogs to dog houses illustrate the one-to-one corre-
spondence. "Seeing one-to-one correspondence between related objects is 
necessary before the child can understand, in counting, the one-to-one 
correspondence between the number '~rds and the objects counted--before 
he can see that one refers to the first object counted, two to the second, 
and so on. ul 
Morton2 also states that "experiences with one-to-one correspondence 
should be confined to groups of not more than ten objects, since the pupils 
are to match the two groups of objects instead of counting them. Beginning, 
perhaps, with two or three, there should be provision for gradually increas-
ing the sizes of the groups, extending them finally to eight, nine, or ten 
objects. 11 
Suggested activities for checking the one-to-one correspondence are: 
1. Calling a particular reading group -- determine if there is a 
chair for each child 
2. Asking three children to go t o the Library Corner determine 
if there is a chair for each child · 
3. Passing paper to a table -- check to see if there is a sheet 
for each child at the table 
4. Passing milk check to see if there is a bottle of milk for 
each child 
Passing straws check to see if there is a straw for each child 
~!i£.~l_c~u_E:t.?:_n~ or enumeration is 11the process of associating the 
number names with corresponding numbers of objects. 113 vVhen a child points 
to a group of five books on a table and says, 110ne, two, three:, four, five •• 
1
.ttobert L. Morton and Merle Gray: Teacher's Guide to Accompany Making 
Sure of Arithmetic, Grade One, Silver, Burdett Company, New York, N. Y., 
1949, pp. 12-13. 
2rbid., p. 13. 
3J. w. Studebaker and Others, Understanding Numbers, Teacher's Guidebook 
for the Number Stories Program, Scott, Foresman, and Company, New York, 
New York, 1942, p. 30. 
five books, 11 or when he counts four sticks and names the total correctly 
he is counting rationally. The child should soon discover that the last 
named number is the total of the objects named. 
are: 
Suggested activities to check a child's ability to count rationally 
1. Counting the boys present 
2. Counting the pictures on the wall 
3. Counting the chairs in the circle 
4. Counting the crayons in the box 
5. Counting the doors in the room 
6. Counting the drawers in teacher's desk 
7. Counting jar rings 
s. Counting the legs of a chair 
9. Counting the electric lights in the room 
10. Counting the pencils in the box 
1 Seri~l_c~u~t!n£, according to the Philadelphia Course of Study, in-
volves an understanding of the order of our number system. A child who 
can place numbered objects in their correct numerical order or who can 
locate a number in a series has this idea of number." 
In this type of counting, the cardinal and ordinal meaning of number 
is presented. The cardinal form is more difficult than rote counting 
because the sequence in number is involved. Visual, auditory, and 
muscular acuity may be developed at this point. 
Suggested activities to check a child's ability in serial counting are: 
1. Pointing to the third book--in a group of five on a desk 
2. Indicating the first child in a group standing side by side 
3. Arranging number cards in order 
4. Filling in the missing numbers--
1 2 4 5 7 10 
5. Drawing a square-on the board and have the child tell 'vhich 
ball is first, or third, or last 
1Philadelphia Course of Study, Arithmetic--A Guide for Teachers--Kinder-
garten Through Grade Six, Philadelphia Public Schools, Philadelphia, Penn., 
1946, p. 22. 
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6. Checking visual acuity--ask three boys to cross the room. 
How many? 
7. 
8. 
Checking auditory acuity--tap the bell six times. How many/i 
Checking muscular acuity--tap the child on the hand, head, · 
shoulder four times. Howmany? 
9. Telling position of tables, desks--first, second, fourth, 
fifth 
Telling position of hangers in the hall 
Telling position of pictures in the room 
10. 
11. 
12. Telling the position of parked cars outside the building 
Suggested References for Counting: -
1. Brueckner, Leo J., and Foster Gro-ssnickle, How To Make Arith-
metic Meaningful, J. C. ~finston Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 
1947, pp. 170-171 
2. Rosenquist, Lucy L., Young Children Learn to Use Arithmetic, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass., 1949, pp. 7-18 
3. Spitzer, Herbert F., The Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass., 1948, pp. 68-69 
Grouping Numbers 
Very early children need to see that all arithmetic deals with quanti-
tative situations. They may count to find the number in one group, the 
number in another group and then tell which is larger. The response 
might be, "Three is more than a group of two. 11 The groups may be matched 
i1 in a one-to-one correspondence. 
'I 
Skill needs to be developed in being able to tell at a glance how 
many objects there are in a concrete group. Pictures of two apples, 
three cars, four dots, or five stars may be shovr.n to the children for 'a 
11 few seconds before they have time to count. 
The children should be able now to identify a ·group of two among a 
group of three, four, six. They may be asked to put a cross on the 
picture that has three puppies in it. Or, the group may be asked to draw 
five kittens. The former experience describes identification; · the latter 
describes reproduction. 
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Groups are thought of as a vvhole. Children need to have concrete 
experiences in putting groups of one to six objects together and taking 
I 
them apart . This is fundamental for skillful use of addition and subtrac- I! 
tion. 
The following skills and understandings should be evaluated in deter-
mining pupil achievement in grouping numbers: 
1. One is the smallest vvhole number; al l others are larger . 
2. Numbers have an order or sequence . 
3 . A group of five is larger than a group of three. 
4 . One counts to find how many there are in a group . (Cardinal) 
5. One can tell whether an object or ntunber is second or fourth 
because of its position. (Ordinal) 
6 . Groups may be put together (Ba sic to addition) and taken 
apart. (Basic to subtraction) 
Suggested Ref erences for Grouping Numbers: 
l. Brueckner, Leo J ., and Foster Grossnickle, How To Eake Arith-
metic Meaningful, J. C. Winston Company, -philadelphia, Fa., 
1947, pp . 171-174 
2 . Rosenqui st , Lucy L., Young Children Learn to Use Arithmetic , 
Ginn and Company, Boston, Miissq 1949, pp. 8-9, 12 , 14, 18, 
34, 52 
3. Spitzer, Herbert F., The Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass., 1948, pp. 76-78. 
Writing Numbers from One to Ten 
It should be remembered that during the beginning of the year, children
1 
have more need of ree.ding and saying numbers than of writing them. The 
following order may be used when teaching children how to make the numbers 
correctly: 1, 7, 4, 0, 6, 2, 3, 5, 8, and 9. 
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From the beginning~ the necessity of starting numbers at the proper 
place should be stressed . Neatness is also important. This scheme may 
be helpful : / ~~ '+ [) b .:2 3 s 8K Cf~ 
The pupils must remember to start at the X, follow the dots~ a.nd the 
black line . The dots will be eliminated according to individual abilities 
of the children. 
Blackboard work should be used entirely at first. With the staff 
liner~ the teacher makes lines using the first and third holder. Small 
groups of children practice at the board on the specific number until the 
teacher is assured that they know the correct formation. Vfuile a group 
is at the board, those at their tables observe how the number is made. 
Later, practice is given on paper vdth the numbers made one space 
high. 
Skills and Understandings to be evaluated: 
1. Numbers need to be made correctly. 
2. Numbers need to be made neatly. 
3. Number notation is quicker to use than number words . 
Suggested References for Writing Numbers from One to Ten: 
1. Brueckner, L. J., and Foster Grossnickle, How To Make Arith-
metic Meaningful, John Winston Company, PhJ.1ade1phia, 19·11:7 , 
pp. 170-178 
2. Rosenquist, L. 1., Young Children Learn To Use Arithmeti c, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass., 1949, pp. 33-37, 120-123 
Ten: The Basis of Our Number System 
"The child should be led to discover through the use of concrete and 
semi-concrete materials that ten is one more than nine. He will find that 
handling so many ones is burdensome. The formation of a single group will 
====· ---
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be helpful. These ones can be formed into a single new group of ten. nl 
The previous experience of grouping by 2's and 5's will be helpful in 
this new adventure. 
It will be discovered that ten is made up of ten ones, and that ten 
ll 
_JJ__ 
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ones make one ten. Twenty is made up of twenty ones, or two tens. Thirty 
is made up of thirty ones, or three tens, and so on. From this, the count- 1 
ing by lO's to 100 may be developed, making clear that it is so much 
to count by lO's than by l's and saves time, too. 
Children need to be shown that the ten when written means that there 
are no ones; instead zero is put there as a. place holder. The ten ones 
have been regrouped: 
Tens Ones 
1 0 
The generalization vvill be made that the ten's place is to the left 
of the one's place. Regrouping is, again, necessary when one hundred is 
written. Another new group is formed. The one is moved one place to the 
left, again, and the two zeros e.re place holders. 
Hundreds Tens Ones 
1 0 0 
Generalizations are: 
1. Zero may hold the one's place. 
2. Zero may hold the ten's place. 
3. 100 is 100 ones. 
4. 100 is ten tens. 
1Phila.delphia. Course of Study--Arithmetic--A Guide for Teachers--Kinder-
garten Through Grade Six, Philadelphia. PUblic Schools, Philadelphia., Pa.., 
1946, p. 49. 
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The development of a. large number chart will be helpful at this point. ;I 
It should be about 24" by 36 11 to be used to best advantage . It may be 
1
J 
filled in as developed . Reading and writing of numbers by 10 1 s to 100 
may be begun . 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 99 
100 
Listed below are meaningful experiences which the child may have in 
the reading of numbers: 
Reading fire-bell signals 
Keeping score in a. game 
Numbers on houses 
Numbers on tickets 
Numbers on clock 
Numbers on game boards 
Numbers on license plates 
Numbers on radio dials 
Numbers on home telephone 
Numbers on pages in book 
Numbers on boxes in post office 
Numbers on calendar 
Numbers on price tags 
I ' -~ 
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Numbers on thermometer 
Numbers on speedometer 
Numbers on teacher's notices (helper delivering) 
Skills and understandings to be evaluated: 
1. Twenty may mean two tens or twenty ones. 
2. Zero may be a place holder. 
3. Zero may hold the one's place. 
4. Zero may hold the ten's place. 
5. 100 is one hundred ones. 
6. 100 is ten tens. 
7. Groups beyond nine are so many tens, such as 40 (four tens) 
or forty ones. 
8. Zero is used as a place holder in sharing the various 
positions of tens. 
9. Zero is no ones. 
10. The ten's place is one place to the left of the one's 
place. 
11. 100 is regrouped from ten tens, and a place to the left 
of the tens is used. 
't 
12. Counting by ten's is the quickest way to count to 100. 
Suggest.ed References: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Brueckner, L. J. and F. E. Grossnickle, How To N£ke Arith-
metic Meaningful , John Winston Company, Philadelphia, 
Pa., 1947, pp. 179-183. 
Rosenquist, L. L., Young Children Learn To Use Arithmetic, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass., 1949, pp. 117-119. 
Spitzer, Herbert F., 'fhe Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass ., 1948, pp. 94, 107-114. 
-~ -- - -------==== 
The "Teen 11 Numbers 
When children understand that 10 sticks can mean 10 ones, or 1 ten, or 
that thirty is made up of 30 ones or 3 tens, they are ready for experiences 
with the 11teen11 numbers. 
A basic concept is that any of the numbers from 10-20 means one ten 
and so many ~· One way of fixing these numbers in mind is by using 
concrete material such as sticks. Have the children bundle ten sticks 
and place an elastic band around them. Have one additional stick put 
beside the bundle---how many? Write the answer on the blackboard as 11 
sticks---meaning one ten and one one. Children may be used in the next 
experience---have 10 children in one group and then have 2 in another 
group. When the total has been given, the teacher writes the answer on 
the blackboard---12 children meaning 1 ten and 2 ones. The .abstract sym-
bol of 11 and 12 may be put near the other answers to show that 10 of any-
1 thing plus 1 or 2 makes 11 or 12. The teacher should be very careful that 
the children see the group of ten as 11ten 11 and not one of the group---
have the child avoid counting by one's to find the answer. 
The other numbers to 20 are developed in the ss~e ~~y. Listening to 
find out how many times the bell is tapped, counting the numbers of times 
John skips across the room, or counting the number of times the ball is 
bounced are ·ways in which the numbers from 10-20 may be made more meaning-
ful. 
Later the numbers from 21-99 are developed in the same manner. The 
1 child must not be hurried as he learns each new step. 
Some typical skills and understandings to be acquired by the children 
in this unit: 
1. 16 is 16 ones or 1 ten and 6 ones. 
2. 29 is 29 ones or two tens and nine ones. 
II , . '~== =-
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3. 87 is 87 ones or eight tens and seven ones. 
Suggested References: 
1. Brueckner, L. J. and F. E. Grossnickle, How To ~~e Arithmetic 
Meaningful, J. c. Winston Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 1947, 
pp. 179-183. 
2. Rosenquiest, L. L., Young Children Learn To Use Aritr~etic, 
Ginn and Company, Goston, Mass., 1949, pp. 56-57, 77-78, 
107-109, 119. 
3. Spitzer, Herbert F., The Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton, 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Miss., 1948, pp. 109-114. 
Other Ways to Count to One Hundred 
Counting by 5 1 s and 2 1 s may be discovered as other v~ys of counting 
to 100. Children may be counted by 5's or 2's; the bottles of milk to 
be used may be counted by 5's or by 2's. 
Generalizations such as the following may be made: 
1. Counting by lO's is the quickest way to count to 100. 
2. Counting by 5's is the next quickest way to count to 100. 
3. When counting by 2's, only even numbers are used. 
Understandings to be acquired by the children during this unit: 
1. Counting by 10 1 s is quickest way to count to 100. 
2. Counting by 5's is next quickest way to count to 100. 
3. When counting by 2's only even numbers are used. 
4. The nine numerals are used to indicate both ones and tens. 
5. The position of the numerals shows whether one is talking 
about tens or ones. 
Suggested Reference: 
Brueckner, Leo J., How To Make Arithmetic Meaningful, J. C. Winston 
Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 1947, pp~ 183-185. 
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I, the numbers from 1-100 more meaningful. These may be used when counting 
by 1~ lO's, 5's, or 2's to 100. 
I 
Cardinal Counting: 
acorns brought in by child 
aisles in the room 
animals, in pictures 
clay 
apples 
animal stories 
articles in grocery store 
balls, big 
bats 
little 
bounces of 
beads on string 
bean bags 
bells and taps of bell 
birthdays, in month 
in week 
blackboards and sections 
blocks, on shelf 
in box 
certain color 
blotters 
bookcase 
books, on desks 
in bookcase 
on top shelf 
on bottom shelf 
on library table 
of a certain color 
for a certain group 
bottles of milk 
boys, present 
absent 
in group 
boxes, of crayons 
of pegs 
of beads 
of puzzles 
bulletin boards 
buttons on garments 
calendars, dates of birthdays, holidays 
number of school days 
candy 
number of days in month gone by 
number of days left in month 
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cards, number 
picture 
reading 
chairs, large 
small 
in e. row 
in the room 
in the circle 
needed for e.n activity 
with straight backs 
with curved backs 
chalk on chalk rail 
characters needed in a dramatization 
charts, reading 
number 
in room 
children, in room 
absent 
at tables 
at the library corner 
staying for lunch 
having dental slips 
wearing glasses 
having braids 
having brovvn shoes, black, etc. 
banking 
having clean hands 
having clean nails 
having clean handkerchiefs 
clocks, numbers on them 
hands on clocks 
number of minutes 
closets 
coat hooks 
collections, rock, flowers, leaves, etc . 
colors, in flag 
in pictures 
in clothes 
crayons, in box 
number needed for activity 
dance, count steps 
days, in week 
in month 
school days in week 
non-school days in week 
desks, in room 
in row 
vacant 
dimes in bank 
doors in room 
drawers in teacher's desk 
dresses of same color 
drinking cups 
ears ~~i ~========~~ 
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easels 
eresers, blackboard 
rubber 
excursion, number going 
absent 
girls, boys 
eyes , blue , brovm 
feet 
fingers, on one hand 
on both hands 
fish in aquarium 
flags 
flash cards in pack 
floors in building 
flowers , in vase 
va ses of flowers 
fruit in lunches 
eaten at breakfast 
games, table--keep score 
circle " " 
guessing 11 11 
girls , in a row 
in school 
in class 
present 
absent 
in t he game 
grades in room 
hair ribbons 
hands , on a child 
on a clock 
hangers needed for coats 
health rules on chart 
helpers needed for the week 
hooks, coat 
hops across the room 
houses--brick, white , or red,on street 
inches on a ruler 
items on bulletin board 
jars , paint 
paste 
jar rings for game 
jump-ropes brought to school 
jumps across the room 
keys, on piano 
white keys 
black keys 
kittens--other pets 
leaves , maple, oak 
legs, of table 
of chair 
of child 
letters, that look like this (s) 
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lights in room 
lunch boxes 
marbles 
milk bottles 
mirrors 
mittens , red, blue 
money , pennies 
nickels (Usually when banking) 
or dimes 
quarters 
half dollars 
dollars 
(In store activities) 
napkins needed for lunch or party 
nails in bag 
number, of pleasant days in past week 
of rubbers 
at table 
of shoes 
overshoes 
children living on same street 
new words in lesson 
noses 
objects, on teacher's desk 
on table 
orchestra instruments 
pages in book 
in story 
in workbooks 
panes of glass, in window 
in one sash 
in doors 
panels in door 
paper, needed in each row 
at each table 
number hanging on bulletin board 
paper towels for lunch children 
paper clips 
pairs, of stockings, 
shoes 
rubbers 
socks 
rhythm sticks 
needed for game or dance 
doing the dance 
parts of body 
paces across room 
parties, number of napkins 
cookies 
cups 
invited 
pegs, in box 
certain color 
certain design 
peg boards 
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pencils, of various colors 
in hol der 
needed by certain group 
owned by child 
on table 
in box 
pencil boxes 
pencil sharpeners 
pets, in school 
at home 
parents at party given by class 
pictures, of birds 
of animals 
on walls 
colored 
in room 
on bul l etin boards 
pollywogs in aquarium 
pointers . 
posters, reading 
health 
bird 
animal 
radiators in room 
raincoats 
rooms in building 
rows of desks 
of books 
of chairs 
of blocks 
of boxes 
rubbers 
rulers, inches, half inches 
safety signs near school 
posters in building 
scissors 
shelves, in bookcase 
songs pupils know 
spring songs 
connnuni ty helper 
winter 
Christmas 
skips across room 
snowsuits on hooks 
spools 
spoons in playhouse 
stars in flag 
steps, to school building 
to basement 
to second floor 
to attic 
stories, in book 
of animals 
of flowers 
I, ___ _ 
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about toys 
about children 
straws needed for milk 
st reets near school 
strings for beads 
stripes in flag 
swings on playground 
tables in room 
teeters on playground 
ten-pins 
things seen on way to schOol 
thumbs 
tickets for play or train trip 
trees, maple, elm, pine, or oak on street 
toys in play corner 
va ses for flowers 
visitors 
votes 
walls 
windows, in room 
open 
closed 
workbooks 
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I, Fractions 
! 
Many times children use fractions even though they do not have an under-
standing of their real value, or their real relationship to a whole. Con-
crete objects such as apples or oranges are used to develop the meaning of 
I 
1 
these fractions. 
I 
j vi!hen an apple is cut in half, the children should understand that the 
il parts are equal. There are two equal parts and each part is half of the 
r whole apple. Both parts when put together make a whole apple. Paper and 
!! simple diagrams of pies or loaves of bread may be used to explain this 
I simply. The fractions i and 1/3, may be developed in the same manner. 
i (Development of the unit meaning of fractions) 
i ~hen developing the group meaning, the teacher may ask two children to 
I come to the front of the room. The children discover that half of the 
.i 
I
I group is one girl. Half of a group of four boys is two boys. 
! t and 0/3 may be developed. 
Similarly, 
In its social use, ~ might be referred to as ~ dozen, -~ pint milk, 
1 ~ size (shoe), half of the waffle and so on. 
jl 
I 
The following understandings should be acquired by the children: 
1. One-half is one of two equal parts. 
2. Two halves of anything make a whole 
3. In~ (unit meaning), the 11 2 11 means that a whole has been 
divided into two equal parts. The 111 11 means that it is 
one of the two equal parts. 
4. In i (unit meaning), the bottom number means it has been 
divided into four equal parts. The top number means it 
is one of the four equal parts. 
5. In 1/3 (unit meaning), the bottom 
divided into three equal parts. 
is one of three equal parts. 
number means it has been 
The top number means it 
6. In using i and 1/3, the parts are smaller, even though the 
numbers are larger. 
--------~~-==========~==============~~~~=-=-== 
II 7. When using a fraction meaning a group, the bottom number tells 
into how many equal groups the whole group is divided. The 
top number tells that it is one of the equal parts of four, 
three, or two. 
Suggested References for Fractions: 
1. Brueckner, Leo J. and Foster Grossnickle, How To Make Arith-
metic Meaningful, J. C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 
1947, pp. 186-188. 
2. Rosenquist, Lucy Lynde, Young Children Learn To Use Arithmetic, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, MAss., 1949, pp. 29-30, 35-36, 125-
126. 
3. Spitzer, Herbert F., The Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass., 1948, pp. 114, 260-262. 
Simple Addition and Subtraction Facts Through 6 
At the end of the first grade, the average child is expected to under-
stand and know as facts the addition and subtraction facts >r.lth sums 
through 6 and minuends through 6. 
List of Number Combinations Through Six 
Group of 2 
1 
1 
4 
1 
Group of 5 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 
3 
==-~==----
Addition 
Group of 3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
5 
1 
Group of 6 
1 
5 
3 
3 
4 
2 
2 
4 
Group of 4 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
3 
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Group of 2 
Note: 
2 
-1 
5 
-1 
Group of 5 
5 
-4 
5 
-3 
5 
-2 
Subtraction 
Group of 3 
3 3 
-1 -2 
6 
-1 
6 
-5 
Group of 4 
4 4 4 
-1 -3 -2 
Group of 6 
6 
-4 
6 
-3 
6 
-2 
Zero combinations are to be developed in Grade 2. "Zeros are the source 
of many errors in subtraction. Most of these errors result from a lack 1 of understa...'llding of the function of zero as a place holder in a number. 11 
In order that a better understanding of zero and its function may be ac-
quired, it was decided to defer the teaching of the zero combinations until 
the second grade. 
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1 All addition facts are taught first. The term "take away" is used 
in subtraction. Perhaps a word of explanation is needed here. 
There are two methods of teaching subtraction. In the additive 
method_, the pupil thinks it4 and ? are 5." The "take avva.y" method suggests 
"2 from 4 ." Other forms of subtraction are "3 less 1" or "4 minus 3. 11 
These forms just mentioned imply "dovmward subtraction." "Upward subtrac-
tion11 is conveyed in the idea of 11 2 from 4 ." The additive method, popular 
a decade or two ago, does not fit into a program where understanding and 
meaning are stressed. The take-a~~ method, most commonly used today , is 
reconnnended for use in this guide since it "conveys the dominant idea of 
subtraction. "2 
lL . J . Brueckner and F. E. Grossnickle, mow To Make Arithmetic Meaning-
ful, J. C. Winston and Company, Philadelphia, Fa., 1947, pp. 23"8~ 
2Ibid., p. 228. 
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- . ·--~- - - The follovdng illustration shovrs how the addition facts totaling 
"six" are developed. The same principle applies in the development of 
the subtraction facts • 
• 
Study of the Individual Numbers--"Six" 
First of all, the child is interested in telling howmany there are 
in all. He thinks of the group as a whole, and uses one-to-one correspond- . I 
ence in counting. • 
In developing the "six idea", the child should discover all its mean-
ings. The illustrations belovv show the various forms six may te.ke: 
(These could be dogs, balls, stars, or pennies . ) 
; . 
0 0 00 000 0 OC> ooo 0 ' oo 0 0 0 0 00 ooo 00 0 0 0 
000 Ooooo 00 0 00 0 00 6 
oo 0 0 oooo ooooo 
0 
000 0 00 00 oooo 0~ 00 00 0 
00 00 00 \ 0 0 00 
• 
• 
A coherograph, sometimes, called flannelgraph, is excellent to use 
in developing these concepts . Objects may be moved quickly and easily 
from one position to another. \~ile the teacher or a child changes the 
forms on the flannelgraph, those at the tables are making the various 
II 
II 
r'/ 
l II 
The group ,I groupings with sticks, colored squares, buttons, and so forth. 
of "six" may be seen as larger than a group of 4 and smaller than a group 
of 10 . 1 
I 
Some one may point to the last ball and say, "This is the sixth ball." ! 
(Here the ordine.l meaning of six is brought to the attention of the child- 11 
ren.) Checking the cardinal meaning, the teacher may ask, 11How many dogs 11 
are on the flannel graph now? 11 The answer should be, "There are six dogs." .I 
These co,ncrete discoveries may be put on the board in the following 11 
manner and make the new experience still more meaningful: 
3 balls + 3 balls = 6 balls 
3 balls 
3 balls 
6 be.lls 
then 
4 stars + 2 stars = 6 stars 
4 stars 
2 stars 
6 stars 
By now, the children are ready to make up and tell number stories 
whose total is six. This is e. wonderfulLlangue.ge experience as well as 
e. significant part of the arithmetic program. John may say, "I brought 
5 pennies to school to give to the Kleenex Fund. · My sister gave me one 
more penny. How many pennies did I give in all ? 11 The whole answer is 
,,, 
expected: 11You gave 6 pennies to the Kleenex Fund. 
Simple dramatizations may be used and further ill)lstre.te "six. 11 A 
leader may be chosen to select the people hJ ~wishes. ~~ be in his play. 
They group themselves as 1111 and 11 or 111 and 111 and the other members 
of the class tell what number story they are playing. 
After several oral problems and dramatizations have been given, the 
children may use their counters or sticks and see how many pictures of 
six they can make from memory -
After the idea of six is well understood by using concrete objects, 
S6 
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semi-concrete objects rna~ be substituted such as dots or lines. Finally, 
the abstract symbols are used. Six may be pictured as this: 
D 
3 + 3 = 6 
D 
3 
3 
-s 
3 
2 
1 
'""6 
3 + 3 = 6 
5 + 1 = 6 
1 + 5 = 6 
4 + 2 = 6 
2 + 4 = 6 
2 3's = 6 
5 + 1 = 6 
5 
1 
-6-
D 2 2 2 
'""6 
3+2+1=6 
3 2's = 6 
2+2+2=6 
3+2+1=6 2+2+2=6 
Social application may be made of six: 
How old are you? 
Vfuat time do you have supper? 
How many pennies do you have? 
How many grades are there in this building? 
The poem Now We Are Six by A. A. Milne1 is a favorite of children: 
When I was One, 
I had just begun. 
When I wa.s Two, 
I was nearly new. 
Vihen I was Three, 
I was hardly me. 
Wh.en I was Four, 
I was not much more. 
VVhen I wa.s Five, 
I was just alive. 
But now I am Six, I'm clever as clever. 
So I think I'll be six now for ever and ever. 
1A. A. Milne, Now We Are Six, E. P. Dutton Co., New York, N. Y., 1927. 
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Charts should be made and put in a conspicuous place in the room as 
r soon as each number is developed . 
D D 
t-wo 
~ 
I one • 
2_ +wo 
- -
k3 three .... -
4-our • • 4- .. • 
s .five. • .. • 
~ . • • S I K .. • • 
. . 
--7 s e\leY"\ 
-· 
e iqh-r . . . . ~ • • -. 
q n i ne. ... . . 
• • 
10 t-e. n . . . . . 
. . 
For example in discovering two: 
il I Semi-concrete 
I 
Note the small 11t". Children II 
see it much more often in lower J 
case for.m at this time of the j 
year. I 
I 
Representation 
Abstract 
Large oak tag should be 
used for this ••• 18 11 by 24 11 
or 24 11 by 36 11 • 
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TWO 
Individual cards ••• pictures 
on this set 
Individual cards with number 
words on this set 
Individual cards with numbers 
on this set 
Use in grumes or small group work. 
Suggested activity to check understanding of "Six": 
See how many meanings a child can give of six using concrete 
objects. 
Understandings to be acquired by the children: 
1. "Six" can mean 3+3, 4+ 2, 2 + 4, 5 + 1, 2 3 1 s, and so forth. 
2. 
3. 
Numbers may be regrouped but the total is the same. 
Equal groups may be put together to form the original grou~ 
of "six". (Multiplication idea expressed--2 3 1 s or 3 2 1 s) 
4. "Six" may be taken apart into equal groups. (Division idea 
expressed) 
5. Addition is putting groups together. 
6. Subtraction is taking things apart. 
7. The + means 11and". 
8. The = means "are". 
9. The - means "take away" or "from". 
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Suggested References for Study of Individual Numbers: 
Brueckner, Leo J. and Foster E. Grossnickle, How To Make Arith-
metic Meaningful, J. C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 1947, 
PP• 188-194. 
Rosenquist, Lucy L., Young Children Learn To Use Arithmetic, Ginn 
and Company, Boston, Mass., 1949, pp. 130-140. 
Spitzer, Herbert F., The Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, Mass., 1948, pp. 121-146. 
Social Phase of Number 
Measurement: 
Many times during the year, children have opportunities to use the 
foot ruler or the yardstick in measuring paper, cardboard, or wood for 
construction purposes. They may even measure each other's height to see 
Who is tallest or shortest. There are many educational advantages in 
having each child keep his individual record of height for the year. (Re-
corded three times.) 
The entire class may use cardboard rulers with half and quarter marks 
on them in the drawing of a two inc~ line. They may be asked to draw a 
six inch line. Individual checking is very important, and the teacher 
should see that each child understands the use of that type of measure. 
The appearance of the scales in the room always creates a great deal 
II 
I 
l 
of interest and curiosity. Some have never seen large scales; the majority 
of the children have the bathroom type of scales at home. Simple under-
standings may be acquired through the use of this medium. Each child may 
keep a record of his weight in the little book in which his height is 
recorded. Books of various sizes may be weighed; shoes, rubbers, jackets, 
and other objects used in this experience. 
(' 
Children develop another measuring skill when making comparisons 
of objects in the room (large, small); of ages (older, younger); of 
ji 
:I 
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pencils (short, long); of sizes of grades (more--less, fewer); of objects \ 
of different weights (heavier, lighter); or of determining the tallest 
or shortest boy in the group. Skill is developed in comparing the dis-
tance from home to school with varj.ous distances of "errands 11 • Some 
building can be spotted as being a mile away. The need of exact measur-
I 
ing may be found when John draws the line behind vmich the children 
stand when playing "ring toss 11 • Comparisons of the differences in 
shapes of objects may be seen, such as the circle and square. 
If the children decide to make fruit punch for a party, they soon 
see the need for the correct measuring of liquids. They use a cup of 
this, a half cup of that and a third cup of that-that. Skill is devel-
oped in measuring pints and quarts of water for the punch. 
The concept of dozen and half-dozen may be introduced from Mary's 
saying that her mother made an angel cake and put one dozen eggs in it. 
Things that come in pairs and by the pound may be discovered. Charts 
are very beneficial in illustrating these ideas of measurement. 
,Extreme temperatures in weather make an excellent introduction to 
the use of thermometers. Inside and outside temperatures read at a 
certain time at home and school may be recorded for a week and compari-
sons made. Children find this a very interesting experience. A record 
of the temperature in the school room taken twice during the day at 
stated intervals increases skill in use of the thermometer and an under-
standi ng of its importance to everyone. 
The concept of time means little to some beginning first grade 
children. Through the teacher's continous casual use of such terms as 
today, tomorrow, and yesterday, the idea of time may be developed. 
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The teacher, at first~ reads the name of the month and the day Which 
usually becomes the first sentence in the "News 11 section of the black-
board. Later, the children have experience in counting the number of 
days in the week and month. They count the number of days to Ghrist-
mas vacation or to John's birthday. 
Telling time begins very simply with attention ce.lled to the appear-
ance of the clock at the time school begins, at the time of morning 
dismissal, at the time school begins in the afternoon, at supper time 
or bed time. Telling the even hours are the accomplishment of the six 
year old, although, some are able to tell the half hours, quarter hours, 
five minute intervals and a few will be able to tell the exact minute. 
Understandings to be acquired by the children: 
1. Rulers and yardsticks help us to measure correctly. 
2. There- are ~relve inches in a foot. 
3. There are three feet in a yard. 
4. Inches may be divided into halves and quarters. 
5. Scales measure the weight of objects. 
6. One cup equals one half pint. 
7. Two half pints equal one pint. 
8 . Two pints equal one quart. 
9. Some things are measured by the dozen and half dozen, such 
as eggs. 
10. Thermometers tell how hot or cold it is. 
11. Clocks and watches tell what time it is. 
12. Calendars tell the month, names of the days of the week, 
days of the month, and the year. 
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Suggested References: 
1 . Rosenquist, Lucy L., Young Children Learn To Use Arithmetic, 
Ginn and Compe.ny, Boston, N".1ass., 1949, pp. 104-106 . 
2. Spitzer, Herbert F., The Teaching of Arith!netic, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass., 1948, pp. 232-234. 
United States Money 
Very little instruction is necessary to have the children recognize 
a penny, nickel and dime . Most of them have already used these pieces 
of money in their out-of-school life . 
Brueckner1 says 11that the best way to teach the value of coins is to 
have actual coins for the pupil to count. 11 The chilren should see the 
relationship of the different coins. Such discoveries are made: "Look, 
there are five pennies in a nickel and a nickel is one piece of money," 
or, "there are ten pennies in a dime," or, "two nickels are a dime and a 
dime can be one piece of money. 11 1 
Charts may be made to show the ways that the nickel, dime, quarter, 
half dollar and dollar are composed. All three charts would be in picture 
f'orm. 
1 balloon • • •• • ••••• l penny 
5 balloons • •••••• • • 5 pennies 
5 balloons • •• • • ••• • ! nickel 
10 balloons •• • ••••• lO pennies 
10 balloons •••• •••• • 2 nickels 
10 balloons • •• •• •• • • ! dime 
1Leo J . Brueckner and Foster Grossnickel , How To Make Aritrunetic 
Meaningful, J . c. Winston Company , Philadelpnia, Pa., 1947, p. 185. 
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1 apple •••••••• 5 pennies 
1 apple •••••••• l nickel 
1 ball •••••••• l dime 
1 ball •••••••• 2 nickels 
l ball ••••••• lO pennies 
A toy store with all items ranging in price from one to ten cents 
(at first) gives excellent social use of this aspect of arithmetic. 
Below are listed some of the occasions that the child has to use 
money: 
Store experiences 
Bus fare to store 
Buying pencils, erasers 
Recognizing dime, nickel, quarter, half dollar--
observation of others 
Going to store for Mother--bread 
Making change 
Buying bottle of milk 
Pennies or nickel for ice cream 
Playing store 
Paying . for school milk and crackers 
Buying valentines 
Buying gifts for birthdays 
Banking 
In school banking account 
In toy bank at home 
Miscellaneous experiences 
Bringing money for Junior Red Cross 
Taking money to Sunday School 
Bringing money for Kleenex 
II 
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Understandings to be acquired by the children: 
i( 1. There are five pennies in a nickel. 
/ 2. There are ten pennies in a dime. 
'/ 3. There are t·wo nickels in a dime. 
v 4. There are twenty-five pennies in a quarter. 
5. 'There are five nickels in a quarter. 
6. There are two dimes and one nickel in a quarter. 
' 7. There are fifty pennies in a half dollar. 
I 8 . There are ten nickels in a half dollar. 
9. There are five dimes in a half dollar. 
( 10. There are one hundred pennies in a dollar. 
11. There are ten dimes in a dollar. 
12. There are twenty nickels in a dollar. 
13. There are four quarters in a dollar. 
14. Five pennies will buy as much as one nickel, and so forth. 
Suggested References for United States Money : 
l. Brueckner , L. J., and Foster E. Grossnickle, How To Make Arith-
1 
metic Meaningful, J. C. W1nston Company, Philadelphia, Pa., I 
1947, PP• 185-186. I 
2. Rosenquist , Lucy Lynde, Young Children Learn 
Gi1U1 and Company, Boston, Mass., 1949, pp . 
To Use Arithmetic, 1'\ 
164=105. II 
i 
Miscellaneous Uses I 
I 
There are many social uses of arithmetic at school outside of the I 
regular daily arithmetic period of 20 minutes. Through the grocery store 
unit, the post office unit and the selling of stamps at Christmas time 
many interesting experiences may be had with nttmber. The child may bring 
three caterpillars into the room for all to see, or he may have ~ cents 
/ -~ 5 
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to be deposited in his School Savings Account--vmen stated with such 
affirmation the development of certain knowledges in arithmetic is evi-
dent. 
Some of these situations 11illustrate effective uses of arithmetic 
over a short period; : others show arithmetic situations over a long period 
of time. Some are planned; others are incidental; all contribute to 
fuller understanding and more helpful instruction. 111 
The child uses arithmetic in many of his out-of-school experiences. 
He deals with quantitative situations when buying groceries for mother, 
when telephoning to his friends, when keeping score in games or when 
determining how many clean sport ~hirts there are in the bureau drawer. 
The following are typical experiences in \vhich the child uses social 
arithmet ic: 
At Home 
counting number of members in family 
counting chimes of clock 
counting shirts, towels, sheets on line 
counting of numbers on radio dial, telephone 
feeding dog tvrice a day 
setting the table for five, etc. 
following verbal directions 
getting pay for running errands (sometimes) 
playing games 
reading numbers on houses 
reading numbers on thermometer 
remembering sizes of shoes, stockings, dre·s-s, shirts, pants 
reading number on scales when being weighed 
scoring games 
sharing with brothers and sisters half of the piece 
telling time to go to school, church 
telling time for Father to come home from work 
Philadelphia Course of Study--Arithmetic--A Guide for Teachers -- KinderJf 
garten Through Grade Six, 38, Philadelphia Public Schools, Philadelphia, f 
Pa., 1946. 
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At School 
arranging articles for exhibit 
buying school lunch, milk 
coloring so many things a certain color 
caring for personal property 
counting materials needed for activity 
following verbal directions 
health inspectio.ns 
pages in book 
playing games, ring toss, jump rope, clothespin bottle 
saying rhymes and singing songs 
taking attendance 
science 
voting for helpers to do room duties 
voting for characters in a play 
collecting money 
Vocabulary Development 
Arithmetic has its vocabulary just as does reading, or science, or 
any other subject. The words Which follow this discussion are those which 
will be used in the first grade if a planned program is in action. Each 
word has mathematic meaning and as such is a very important part of the 
arithmetic program. 
At the beginning of the year, the use of these words will be mad,e 
by the teacher. It will be an oral situation such as "Mary and Jane are 
the tallest girls in our rooml'" or, "Please put these books on the top 
shelf l' Jack. 11 The teacher will continue to use these wordsl' whenever 
possible, and gradually without calling too much attention to the partie-
ular wordsl' will be helping the children to acquire a larger number vocab-
ulary. 
Through construction activitiesl' the making of cookies for a party, 
weighing childrenl' or through other meaningful experiences dealing with 
quantitative ideas and relationships, the pupils should be encouraged to 
use terms which apply to the particular situation thus making their 
., 
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vocabularies functional and useful. Some of the words may be discovered 
in stories which are read, some will be discovered and developed from 
listening to the radio, or from hearing a record played on the victrola. 
It should be remembered that this "is not a word-list to be taught . 
It is primarily for speaking and reading. Written vocabulary vrlll depend 
on individual needs and abilities."1 
Understandings to be acquired by the children: 
1. Words tell the size of objects. (large, small) 
2. Words tell the shape of objects. (round, square) 
3. Words tell the number of objects. (four, ten) 
4. Words tell the distance of objects. (far, near) 
5. Words tell the place of objects. (top, bottom) 
6. Words tell about time. (now, 10 o'clock) 
Suggested references for Vocabulary Development: 
1. Brueckner, L. J. and Foster Grossnickle, How To Make Arithmetic 
Meaningful, J. C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, Pa., 1947, 
pp. 195-200. 
2 . Rosenquist, Lucy L., Young Children Learn To Use Arithmetic, 
Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass ., pp. 20-21, 24 , 32-33, 35, 
37, 55, 84-86 , 90-91, 105-107, 125-126. 
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3. Spitzer, Herbert F., The Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, Mass., 1948 , pp. 102-107 . ,j 
!Philadelphia Course of Study, Arithmetic--A Guide for Teachers, Kinder- ~ 
garten Through Grade Six, Philadelphia PUblic Schools, Philadelphia , ie-,-
1946, p. 29. I 
abacus 
above 
about 
across 
add 
addition 
after 
afternoon 
again 
ago 
a lot 
already 
a lmost 
all 
in all 
altogether 
also 
The First Grader's Vocabulary Grows 
(Adapted from a list compiled at 
Farmington State Normal School 
10 years ago) 
bunch 
bushel 
buy 
calendar 
cancel-- stamps 
cardinals l-100 
cent 
center 
change 
check 
circle 
clock 
column 
compare 
cost 
couple 
count 
a little bigger than 
answer 
counting 
count by 
and 
another 
any 
arithmetic 
around 
as ms.ny as 
at 
away 
back 
before 
begin 
beginning 
behind 
below 
beneath 
beside 
betrffe en 
big 
bigger 
biggest 
birthday 
both 
bottom 
bought 
cross 
crowd 
cupful 
curve 
day 
days of week 
deep 
deeper 
difference 
different 
dime 
distance 
divide 
dollar 
dot 
double 
down 
dozen 
duet 
each 
earn 
early 
eight 
eighty 
eighteen 
empty 
end 
enough 
equal 
equals sign 
even 
evening 
every 
everything 
example 
far 
farther 
fe.rthest 
fast 
faster 
f a stest 
feet (measure) 
few 
fewer 
fewest 
fifth 
figure 
find 
finish 
first 
fifty 
fifteen 
fifth 
five cent piece 
flock 
foot (measure) 
four 
fourth 
forty 
fourteen 
from 
front 
full 
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gallon line o'clock 1: gather little old I gave long older I get longer oldest 
!, give longest one great lose one fourth I greater lots one half I greater than low one quarter I 
greatest lower one third I 
group lowest only 
II lo·wer left order lower right ordinals 
half ounce 
half dollar out 
half dozen make over 
half pint many 
half pound measure 
heavier middle paid 
heavy middle size pair 
heaviest mile part 
height :rninus part of 
high minus sign past 
I higher minute pay 
'I 
highest missing penny 
how many money pieces 
hour months pint I I huge months of the year · plus I hundred more plus sign 
.! 
more or less pound 
II more than present in morning problem 
lr in all most price I I 
I inch much prompt I inches 
in front of 
is narrow quart 
narrower quarter 
narrowest quicker 
large near quick 
I! 
larger nearer quickest 
larger than nearest quickly I largest nearly I 
II last needed 
II 
late next recess 
least nickel regroup 
I! leave night rest leaves nine remainder !I left ninety right 
1\ 
1: l e ss nineteen round 
"i less than none row ~I light (weight) nothing ruler lig;hter noon 
I lightest now like number some 
li 
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Number Games 
The Popcorn Man (The Muffin Man) 
Do you know the popcorn man? 
The popcorn man, the popcorn man? 
Yes , I know the popcorn man 
That lives in Drury Lane. 
Action: Child to start the game stands in front of child of his own 
choosing. As lines one and two are sung, the child dances up 
and down on his toes, hands on hips (feet make sound like popping 
corn). As line three and four are sung, the child in front of 
whom first child was standing dances up and down on his toes, 
hands on hips. The two children join hands and skip about the 
circle as they with the group sing •••• Two of us know the popcorn 
man. 
Clapping Game J 
Formation: Circle or straight l ine 
Action : The teacher (or child) claps a number of times ~~th her hands 
as---4 times---, etc. If the child called upon can clap back 
the same number of times, he may remain standing. If he fails 
to clap the same n'llr.lber, he must sit down. 
Fish Pond 
Make a fishing pole by tying a magnet to a dowel stick. Cut 
out cardboard fish and attach a paper clip to each. Children 
count number of fish caught. 
Numbers may be put on one side of each fish. Place fish face 
down. Each child is allowed to catch two fish. He computes 
his total sum. The child Ynth the highest score wins the game. 
Guess, Guess J 
(As combinations are taught). Use a box containing ten marbles. 
One child takes a few marbles in ee,ch hand and says, 11 I have 
? marbles. - Guess how many I have in each hand. 11 (If the child 
says 4 marbles, children could guess 2 in each hand or 1 and 3). 
The child who guesses correctly takes his place. 
,,~_: 
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Jumping Rope 
Bouncing Ball 
Active Games Using Numbers 
One-two Buckle My Shoe 
O'Leary 
Hop-Scotch 
Ring Toss 
Spin the Plate 
Game of Pony 
One child is ringmaster. The others are ponies. The ponies are 
given numbers from one to ten. They then for.m. a circle around the 
ring master. He calls the number of some one of the ponies . The 
pony steps forward and taps his foot the number of times correspond-
ing to the number called . If he gives the correct ntimber, he is 
allowed to trot around inside the circle back to his place . If he 
makes a mistake, he must go at once to his place. 
Number-Card Game 
Supply each child with pegs and cards, each card having a number on 
it. The child places the cards face up on his desk then places on 
each card the number of pegs to match the number on the card. He 
scores one point for each card that he gets right . Scores may be 
larger for older children. 
Hunt Your Partner 
Give out cards bearing numerals to half the class, and cards with 
objects illustrating the numbers to the other half of the class . 
The children with numbers hunt for the corresponding cards. Those 
who match their cards march to the front of the room and stand in 
the correct place • • •• • Number 1 first, number two second, and so 
on. 
For children who have not had numerals, both sets of cards may have 
objects. 
Note: The above games were taken from the Clinical Discussion, 11Vihat 
Arithmetic should be Taught in the Sub-Primary Grades , One and 
Two? 11 Portland, 1948, Teacher ' s Convention. 
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Ring Toss 
If the set is not available, draw chalk circles on floor. Ring 
tossed inside circle counts 10, 1, 2, or vmatever is to be deter-
mined. These can be made in shape of valentines, a face, dog, or 
whatever one wishes. 
Crossed Sticks 
Add the numbers at each end of the sticks. Left to right, right 
to left, or skip around. 
This can be used early in the year to check recognition of numbers. 
Each correct answer counts one point. 
Toy Balloons 
Pupils choose someone to point to each balloon, 
seeing ovr many correct answers he can give. Score 
is number of correct gnswers. Identification of number 
during first half of year •••••• may use combinations 
le.ter. 
Bird Catcher 
Assign a number to each child in the circle. 11 It" asks questions 
within the number assigned. Example: How many are three roses 
and one rose? (4 raises her hand) 
Teacher says "He caught the bird. 11 (That child goes with the 
bird catcher.) 
Sum Guessing J 
I am thinking of t\'fo numbers when added together equal 4. V\hat 
are they? 
========i='----
Balloon Game 
Stamp simple number combinations, such as 114 and 2 a.re? 11 on paper 
balloons of all colors. 
The balloon man with many balloons, with such combinations stamped 
on them, passes up and do·wn the streets (aisles) crying, "Balloons 
for sa.le. 11 The child who can give the sum of the number combination 
on a balloon buys that one for that number of pennies, using toy 
money from his coin box. 
Hickory, Dickory 
Hickory, dickory, dock. 
The mouse ran up the clock . 
The clock struck one, 
See the mouse run down 
Hickory , dickory, dock. 
Let the group select a. leader to choose the players and conduct 
the game. One child is the mouse and anoth'er is the clock, swing-
ing the arms to indicate the strokes of the clock. ~hen the clock 
strikes one , the mouse runs around the clock once , the groups r e-
citing the rhyme as the game is played. Vmen the players finish 
the game, each bows to some one, who then takes his place. The 
rhyme is repe$.ted with a change in the number struck in the clock. 
The clock decides hm'r many time s to be struck and the group pause 
in the recitation of the rhyme. 
The aim of this game is to have the children count and acquire 
number names incidentally. 
Rhythms j 
One, two, three, four, 
Bend your knees and touch :_. the floor~ 
Five, six, seven, eight, 
Stretch them out and make them straight. 
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Hide and Seek J 
1 and ? = 4 2 and ? = 4 3 and ? = 4 
Bean Bag 
Each bag thrown into the box, or clown's mouth, counts one point ••• 
or whatever value one desires. This is fun for teams ••• a different 
kind of relay. 
Feeling the Numbers · 
Cut the numbers 1, 2, 3, etc., from sandpaper; see if the children 
can identify them by touch. 
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Climbing the Ladder .j 
Draw a ladder on board. Pupil begins at bottom and vrorks 
up. When an error is made, he falls off. 
J + I Good for recognition of numbers or for combinations. 
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Number Tugs J 
Have t vro equal teams. Captains give combinations to other side. 
Pupils sit as they miss. (This is good once i n awhile). 
Questions and Answers 
Henry had two pennies. His mother gave him two more pennies. Hovr 
many pennies did he have then? The child giving the correct answer 
becomes the teacher. (The whole answer is expected ••• a language 
game as well. ) 
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Blind Man 
The class forms a circle. "Blind man" stands in center . Each in 
the circle holds a card with number not larger than 9 on it. Blind 
man touches some one. The child touched gives answer to combination 
1 (blind man's number) and his number • •• maybe 3 •••• We are four. 
Child then becomes the blind man. 
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Tit, Tat Toe ).: 
Child closes eyes and points to number. Recognition 
of numbers---later he says a combination whose answer 
is 3 ••• if he points to 3 . (Six is highest number in 
combination game.) 
Hopscotch ..;"'-
Draw hopscotch lines on floor. Child hops from one 
square to another if he knows the number in the 
square . (Combination 1-6 may be used, too.) Children 
love this gamel 
Numbo 
Make cards similar to beano cards. Use small colored 
squares of construction paper for markers. The child 
who has his card filled across , down, or diagonal, wins 
by calling numbo. 
This can be used either for recognition of numbers or 
with combinations . In the latter case, child who is 
"it", says, 3 and 2 ••••••• others cover 5 ••• and so on. 
"Numbit" Board Game 
Make out of plywood a board similar to the "Sorry" board. Use ration 
coupons to indicate place. Make a dial. Child moves ahead the 
number of spaces indicated on the dial. A favorite with children. 
Of course~ the child getting his man home first vdns . 
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Favorites 
Looby Loo 
Farmer in the Dell 
Shoemaker's Dance 
Ring Board 1 
Use a board 16 11 by 16 11 or any size desired. Screw common screws 
that are used in cupboards (on which cups are hung) into the board ••• 
space well. Paste a number under each hook. The children throw 
jar rings onto the hooks. Grand for recognition and addition of 
simple numbers. 
Spider an Fly Game Jl 
The children form e. circle of flies and a spider takes the center. 
The flies hold cards bearing such statements as 2 + 3 = 7 The 
spider catches the flies by giving the sum correctly. As a fly 
is caught, it comes to the center of the circle. 
Gathering Acorns 
Cut acorns six inches long from brown paper and paste calendar 
numbers on them and with crayon place the addition sign betvJeen; 
2 + 1 = • Scatter the acorns about the room. The children are 
squirrels gathering the acorns. Let each see how many nuts he 
can store away by giving the sum. 
Fish Pond 
Cut paper fish nine or ten inches long; write or print , vdth 
printing set~ number combinations vdthin . Scatter the fish on 
t he floor and let the children play they are fishermen. Giving 
t he correct combination catches a fish. 
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Finger Plays 
Five Litt le Squirrels 
Five little squirrels sitting in a tree 
This little squirrel said, 11 iVhat do I see?" 
II II II II 
"I smell a gun. II 
II II II II 
"Oh, let us run. II 
II II II It 11 1 111 hide in the 
II II II II 11 I 'm not afraid. " 
Bang wVBnt the gun and they ran everyone. 
Five Little Soldiers 
Five little soldiers standing in a row, 
Three stood straight and two stood so; 
Along came the general, 
And what do you think? 
Those two little soldiers stood up in a wink! 
Bunnies 
11Bunnies now must go to bed, 11 
The little Mother Rabbit said; 
11But I '11 count them first to see 
If they have all come back to me. 
One Bunny, Two Bunny, Three Bunny dear, 
Four Bunny, Five Bunny, 
Yes, they are all here 
And they are the sweetest things alive, 
shade. 
N(y little bunnies, one, two, three, four, five.:r 
The Counting Lesson 
It 
(Right hand) 
Left hand: 
Here is the beehive. 
Where are the bees? 
Hidden away where nobody sees. 
Soon they come creeping out of the hive 
One, two three, four, five. 
Once I saw an ant hill with no ants about. 
So I said, 11Dear little ants, won't you please come out? 
Then as if ti~e little ants had heard my call 
On~_,_j~wC? , }!h~~e _!~W ,_f~ ve =<?ame __p~t~ ~.9. that_~-~ al~. 
1 
The Chickadees 
Five little chickadees sitting in the door 
One flew away and then there ~rere four. 
Chorus 
Chickadee, chickadee happy and gay 
Chickadee, chickadee fly away. 
Four little chickadees sitting in a tree 
One flew away and then there were three. 
Chorus 
Three little chickadees looking at you 
One flew away and then there were two. 
Chorus 
Two little chickadees sitting in the sun 
One flew away and then there was one. 
Chorus 
One little chickadee sitting all alone 
He flew avm.y and then there was none. 
Suggested References : 
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1. Rosenquist , Lucy L., Young Children Learn to Use Arithmetic , 
Ginn and Company, Boston, N~ ss., 1949, pp. 74=79, 141-145. 
2. Spitzer, Herbert F., The Teaching of Arithmetic, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass., 1948, pp. 114-117. 
Audio-Visual Aids 
Filmstrip available from Myrtle Street School: "Vihat Numbers Mean. 11 
Film---"V'ihat Is Four"---16 mm. 1-i reels. 
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Delineoscope 
Children's interest in number and number activities grows when varied 
lessons are planned. The delineoscope can be used to great advantage 
during the early readiness period when children are seeing the "onenes s 
and twoness" of objects, in discriminating between the round, longest, 
smallest objects, in counting the yellow cars, the green apples, in 
seeing how groups may be formed, in counting the animals that hop, that 
sleep all winter, in teaching the simple combinations, and so on. 
A sample is enclosed. 
Howmany are there? 
Slides are interesting, too, but the time involved in preparing 
them makes the writer inclined to believe that the delineoscope material 
is much more practical for the average teacher. 
Other Aids 
Clippings 
Charts 
Posters 
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